Topical Index to the Laws of Alfred and Ine

Entries reflect the prevailing concerns of the dombo and Old English terms peculiar to the text that have attracted substantial commentary. Where entries are of great length or cover matters of particular historical interest, they are organized into subsections. Exceptions are made for “accusations,” “bot,” “ceap,” “oaths,” and “theft,” given their frequency of occurrence within the text and the unlikelihood that subcategories of these occurrences would disclose any meaningful patterns. In spite of its reliance on biblical materials, the language of the Mosaic Prologue (MP) has shown a capacity in prior scholarship to shed light on aspects of ninth-century Wessex. MP is therefore included in the index, though its uncertain relationship to provisions of the dombo issued by Alfred (and Ine) should be borne in mind.

Accusations: Ine §§38, 56, 57, 73; MP §§13.4, 19, 26, 30-3, 34, 37-2, 44-4
Adultery: MP §6, Alfred §§12, 45.2
Angylde: Ine §21; Alfred §23
Baptism: Ine §2
Beards: Alfred §§36.5
Bees: Ine §§34, 40-41, 47-50, 52-54, 56, 58-67, 73-79
Castration, judicial: Alfred §29.1
Cattle (cows, oxen): Ine §§38-40, 57
Ceorl: Ine §§38-40, 57
Children: Ine §§25-27, 39, 67; MP §§11, 34; Alfred §§9-2-3, 10, 19, 68
Clothing: Alfred §§20, 70
Concealment:
of children born out of wedlock: Ine §§27, 35
of discovered meat: Ine §§17
of homicide: Ine §§20-2, 35
of knowledge of theft: Ine §37
of legal agreements: Ine §§55
of woodcutting: Ine §44
Confession and penance: Alfred §§1.2, 1.8, 5.4, 16
Deafness: Alfred §§16, 49.1
Defamation: Alfred §§26, 33
Dogs: MP §39; Alfred §§27
Drinking: Ine §6.5
celdormon: Alfred §§23, 17, 38, 39.4, 44.3, 73.1, 77; MP §§11
Eucharist and communicants: Ine §§14-3, 19
Execution, judicial: Ine §§12, 24;
Mediation: MP §§13-15, 25, 31, 32
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Fences: Ine §§40, 43
fierd: Ine §§34; Alfred §§41.1
Fighting: Ine §§6; Alfred §§5, 7, 17, 32, 39–40, 44–45
godborg: Alfred §§34
Gold: MP §10; Alfred §§11.1, 62
Hair: Alfred §§36.3, 48, 70
Homicide:
accusation of: Ine §57
by a kinless man: Alfred §32
by a priest: Alfred §25
compensation for: Ine §71
compensation of spiritual kin for: Ine §78
deliberate vs. accidental: MP §13
judicial: MP §45
of a child: Alfred §9.3
of a childbearing woman: MP §18;
Alfred §10
of an English man by a Welsh slave: Ine §75
of a foreigner: Ine §22
of one who resists imprisonment: Alfred §1.5
of a stranger: Ine §20
of a penal slave: Ine §24
of a thief: Ine §§16, 35; MP §25
prohibited in Decalogue: MP §5
weapons given for use in: Alfred §22
while cutting down trees: Alfred §15
while raiding: Ine §34, Alfred §30
Imprisonment: Alfred §§1.2, 1.6
Injuries:
above the hairline: Alfred §48
below the hairline: Alfred §§48.1, 70
outside the clothing: Alfred §70
to arm: Alfred §§58, 69, 70
to chest/abdomen: Alfred §74
to ear/ears: Alfred §49
to eye(s): Alfred §§50, 75
to genitals: Alfred §§68, 71
to hand/fingers: Alfred §§59–63, 69, 73, 75
head/skull: Alfred §§47–8, 50, 70
to hearing: Alfred §49.1
to leg/foot: Alfred §§66, 70, 75, 76, 78–79
to neck: Alfred §80
to nose: Alfred §§31
to shoulder: Alfred §§77, 72, 77
to teeth: Alfred §52
to thigh: Alfred §65
to throat: Alfred §55
to toe(s): Alfred §67
to tongue: Alfred §56
Intent: MP §13; Alfred §§20, 37.2–3
Justice (rihtes biddæ): Ine §§8–9; Alfred §44
King:
assembly (folcemot) of: Alfred §§26, 35
authority over nuns shared with bishops: Alfred §9
fighting in the dwelling of: Ine §6;
Alfred §8
fortified dwelling of: Alfred §41
imprisonment on the estate of:
Alfred §1.2
kinless under protection of:
Alfred §1.3
members of the household of: Ine §19
permission to seek redress granted by:
Alfred §44.3
plotting against life of: Alfred §4
property disputes, jurisdiction over:
Alfred §43
receives the wergild (weor) of decedents:
Ine §§22, 17; Alfred §§9.3, 32.2
receives fine (weor) for offenses: Alfred §§1.2, 39.2
sanctuaries of: Alfred §§2, 5
surety (borg) of: Alfred §3
Liturgical year: Ine §§4; Alfred §§6, 42, 46
Lords:
authorization to fight on behalf of:
Alfred §45
eviction by: Ine §§68–69
illicit departure from jurisdiction of:
Ine §42; Alfred §38
“lord of the church”: Alfred §§9, 24–25
receipt of compensation for homicide:
Ine §71
treason against: MP §49.7; Alfred §§1.1, 4.2,
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Marriage: *Ine* §§31, 39, 61; *MP* §11, 29; *Alfred* §§12, 21, 45.2

Merchants: *Ine* §25; *Alfred* §35

Monastics:
- monks: *Alfred* §24
- nuns: *Alfred* §9, 20

Mutilation, judicial: *Ine* §§18, 38; *Alfred* §§7, 33

Oaths: *Ine* §§14, 16, 17, 19–20, 25.1, 28, 30, 35–36, 47–48, 51.1, 56, 57, 60, 61; *MP* §§28, 48; *Alfred* §§1, 4.1, 4.2, 13.4, 22.2, 34, 37.2

Paganism: *MP* §48

Pledges: *Ine* §13; *Alfred* §§1, 33

Priests: *Alfred* §§25, 36.4, 36.6, 39.2

Property, ecclesiastical: *Ine* §§4, 65; *Alfred* §§7, 25

Raiding: *Ine* §§34; *Alfred* §§30

Raiding parties:
- “Band” (*hloð*): *Ine* §14; *Alfred* §30
- “Troop” (*here*): *Ine* §14; *MP* §28

Rent, payments of: *Ine* §§52, 3, 72

Sanctuary: *Ine* §§5–6; *Alfred* §§2, 5, 44

Seduction: *MP* §29

Settlement: *Ine* §§59, 53, 55; *Alfred* §44

Sexual Assault: *Alfred* §§13, 20, 29, 31

Sheep: *Ine* §§59, 70

Slaves:
- *esne*: *Ine* §29; *MP* §17; *Alfred* §46
- *mennem*: *MP* §§12, 17, 21; *Alfred* §29
- sale of: *MP* §§11–12; *Alfred* §21
- sale of, abroad: *Ine* §§3, 49, 53, 76
- stolen: *Ine* §56; *MP* §15
- temporary: *Ine* §66
- *beow*: *Ine* §§3, 49, 53, 76; *MP* §§11, 12, 17, 20–21, *Alfred* §§29.1, 46
- *beowuwealh*: *Ine* §75
- *witheow*: *Ine* §§7.1, 24, 50, 58

Smiths: *Ine* §67; *Alfred* §23

Strangers: *Ine* §§20, 22

Swine: *Ine* §§44.2, 51

Sunday: *Ine* §3; *Alfred* §6

Surety: *Ine* §21; *Alfred* §§1.8, 3

Theft: *Ine* §§7, 10, 12, 15, 16–17, 20, 21, 25.1, 28, 35, 37, 47, 49, 56, 61, 73–74

Tonsure: *Alfred* §§16.4, 16.6

Trees and woodcutting: *Ine* §44; *Alfred* §§14–15

Weapons: *Ine* §§29, 57.1; *Alfred* §§1.2, 1.4, 5.1, 8, 17, 22, 23, 40.1, 44.1, 44.4

Welsh: *Ine* §§23, 32, 33, 47.1, 58, 75

Witchcraft: *MP* §§30, 48
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Admonitio generalis, 55, 66
Ælfric (abbot of Eynsham), 30, 108–9, 112, 149–50, 152, 156, 161
Æthelberht (king of Kent): conversion and baptism of, 14
laws of, 3–5, 9, 15–7, 28, 36, 69, 75, 91–2, 97, 136, 140–2
Æthelred II (king of England), laws of, 47, 129, 149–50, 167
Æthelwulf (king of Wessex), 21, 30–1, 163
Alcuin, 6, 36, 59, 220, 227
Alfred (king of Wessex and the Anglo-Saxons):
authorship of works ascribed to, 31–7, 166
childhood of, 163
defeat of Vikings, 10, 30–2, 38
“Enchiridion” of, 11
laws of:
date, 3, 31–2
influences, 34–6, 39, 41–3, 53–6, 61–5, 67, 74–6, 155
“Mosaic Prologue,” 8–9, 55–69
translation of the Cura pastoralis, 6, 11, 32, 41, 57–8, 76, 107–8, 117–18, 144, 153
underlying themes, 7, 12, 54, 56, 67, 109, 149
Athelney, 31, 35–6
Attenborough, Frederick Levi, 44, 46, 144, 148, 223
Asser (priest), 11, 18–19, 30, 35, 41, 54, 55–6, 160
Bartlett, Robert, 84–7, 89, 151
Bede, 6, 14, 17–23, 28–9, 36, 44, 72, 94, 108, 121, 163, 182
Benedict of Nursia, St., Rule of, 67, 60, 155
Beowulf, 12–13, 78
Berhtwald (archbishop of Canterbury), 25
Birinus (bishop of Winchester), 17–18, 26
Blackstone, William, 166–7, 171, 364
Breviary of Alaric, 13–14
Britons, 24, 38, 157, 366
Brooks, Nicholas, 33–4, 47, 85
Brunner, Heinrich, 83–4, 91, 101, 442
Cædwalla (king of Wessex), 19–24, 39
Campbell, James, 8, 84, 90
Cenred (king of Wessex), 22–3, 44, 52
Cenwealh (king of Wessex), 17–18, 22
Charles the Bald (king of Francia), 11, 30, 34, 156
Charles the Great (”Charlemagne”), 30, 34–6, 39, 55–6, 65, 102, 163
Charters, 23, 27, 36, 38, 79, 99–105, 140, 142
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Chilperic (king of Francia), 33–5
Collatio legum Mosaicarum et Romanarum, 61–4
Cynewulf (king of Wessex), 17–19, 26
Dammery, Richard, 124–31
Danes, 30–1, 37, 39, 149
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Durham Collectar, 88
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Houard, David, 168
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concerns, 82–98
sources, 50–1
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Lex Baiwariorum, 65
Lex Burgundionum, 46
Lex Salica, 5, 34, 46
Leo VI (Byzantine emperor), 35
Liber de virtutibus Sancti Hilarii, 86
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Penda (king of Mercia), 17
Plummer, Charles, 117, 146–7
Protestant Reformation, 114, 160–5
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Robert of Gloucester, 160
Roman law, study of:
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